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COMMUTING FULLY INVARIANT CONGRUENCES ON 
FREE COMPLETELY REGULAR SEMIGROUPS 

F. PASTIJN 

ABSTRACT. We show that "almost all" fully invariant congruences on every free 
completely regular semigroup commute. From this it is shown that the lattice 
of completely regular semigroup varieties is arguesian. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

A completely regular semigroup is a semigroup which is a union of groups. 
If S is a completely regular semigroup and a E S, then a belongs to a unique 
maximal subgroup Ha of S; we denote by aO the identity element of Ha and 
by a - I the inverse of a in Ha' Obviously a completely regular semigroup can 
be viewed as an algebra of type (2, 1), where -I is the unary operation. Com-
pletely regular semigroups satisfy, apart from the associative law, the identities 

-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 (1) (x ) = x, xx = x x, xx x = x. 

Conversely, if S belongs to the variety CR consisting of the algebras of type 
(2, 1) satisfying the associative law and the identities (I), then S is a com-
pletely regular semigroup and for a E S, a -1 is the inverse of a within the 
maximal subgroup of S to which a belongs. We shall therefore consider the 
class of completely regular semigroups to be a variety of algebras of type (2, 1) 
satisfying the associative law and the identities (1). In the presence of the iden-
tities (1) we shall use the notation XO = xx -1 = X -1 x. We denote by U the 
variety of algebras of type (2, 1) where the associative law holds. The algebras 
of U will be called unary semigroups. Thus, CR is a subvariety of U. 

A band is a semigroup in which every element is an idempotent. Thus a 
band is a union of trivial groups and the class of bands is a subvariety B of 
CR consisting of the unary semigroups satisfying, apart from the associative 
law, the identities 

(2) 2 -1 
X =x, X =X. 

The class SL of commutative bands forms a subvariety of B and a member of 
SL will be called a semi/attice. The variety CS of completely simple semigroups 
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is the subvariety of CR consisting of the completely regular semigroups which 
satisfy the additional identity 

(3) o 0 
(xyx) = x . 

The variety G of groups is the subvariety of CS which satisfies the additional 
identity 

( 4) o 0 x =y . 

An identity p = q of type (2, 1) will be called regular if the set of variables 
which occur in p coincides with the set of variables which occur in q. One 
can easily show that a subvariety V of CR contains SL if and only if every 
identity satisfied by all the members of V is regular. If all the members of V 
satisfy some nonregular identity, then SL C£. V and it now easily follows from 
[14, IV.2] that V <;;;; CS. In other words, the lattice ~(CR) of subvarieties of 
CR is the disjoint union of the two intervals [T, CS] and [SL, CR], T being 
the least element of ~(CR) . 

Let X be a countable set and Fx(U) the free unary semigroup on X. If 
V is a subvariety of U then the least congruence P on Fx(CR) , such that 
Fx(U)/ P E V is a fully invariant congruence of Fx(U) , which will be denoted 
by pv . If P is a fully invariant congruence on Fx(U) , then the variety gener-
ated by Fx(U)/ P will be denoted by Vp. For any completely regular semigroup 
S , let C(S) be the lattice of fully invariant congruences on S. Let us denote 
by [PeR) the dual ideal of C(Fx(U)) generated by PeR. It is well known that 

(5) V --. Pv' 

and 

(6) 

are mutually inverse dual isomorphisms. From the above it now follows that 
[PeR) is the disjoint union of the two intervals [Pes' PT] and [PeR' psL] . 

In this paper we shall show that for every completely simple semigroup S, 
C(S) is a lattice of commuting congruences. As a consequence the interval 
[Pes' PT] is a lattice of commuting congruences. We shall also show that the 
interval [PeR' PSL] is a lattice of commuting congruences. Thus [PeR' psd 
and [Pes' PT] are linear in the sense of [6]. However, as we shall show, it 
is not true that every element of [Pes' PT] commutes with every element of 
[PeR' psL ]· Nevertheless the above results together with the fact that SL is 
a neutral element in ~(CR) [7] entail that ~(CR) is arguesian by [9]. In 
particular, ~(CR) is modular. The same result is obtained in [12], the proof 
of which is based on the more involved main theorem of [17]. 

In the following we shall use without further notice the terminology, notation 
and basic results of [3, 14, 15]. 
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2. THE FULLY INVARIANT CONGRUENCES ON FX(CR) DO NOT COMMUTE 

If V is any subvariety of CR, then we can identify Fx(U)/ Pv with the free 
object Fx(V) in V on the set X. Thus the elements of Fx(V) are of the 
form uPv' u E Fx(U). In order to avoid this cumbersome notation we shall 
write u instead of uPv. We recall that for any u E Fx(V) the subgroup (u) 
generated by u consists of the elements un , n E Z; the notation un , n E Z, is 
now perfectly unambiguous. 

We start with the negative result announced above. The following was sug-
gested to us by M. V. Volkov. 

Proposition 1. Let TG and TSL be the least group and the least semilattice con-
gruence on Fx(CR). Then TG 0 TSL =1= TSL 0 TG · 

Proof. Let x and y be different elements of X. Then 

° ° n X TG Y TSL Y 

for every n E Z gives (y) ~ XO(TG 0 TSL). On the other hand XOTSL = (x) and 
xm TG yn {:} m = n = 0 imply that 

° ° (y) n x (TSL 0 TG ) = {y }. 

Hence 

° ° x (TG 0 TSL) =1= x (TSL 0 Td 

and TG and TSL do not commute. 

Since h E [pcs, PT] and PSL E [PCR' Psd the foregoing implies that the 
fully invariant congruences in [pcs, PT] do not necessarily commute with the 
fully invariant congruences of [pcs, psd . 

3. FULL Y INVARIANT CONGRUENCES ON COMPLETELY 
SIMPLE SEMIGROUPS COMMUTE 

Let 5 be a completely regular semigroup and P a congruence relation on 
5. The set of idempotents of 5 will be denoted by £(5). Then 

tr P = P n (£(5) x £(5)) 

and 
ker P = {a E 5Iapao}. 

For congruences P and 8 on 5 we put 

P K 8 {:} ker P = ker 8 . 

Proposition 2. For congruences P and 8 on a completely regular semigroup 5 
we have 

(i) pK8{:}pn??=8n?? 
(ii) ((pn9')v(8n9'))n??= (pn??)o(8n??) = (8n??)o(pn??). 
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Proof. (i) Since aJr aO for every a E S we have that 

kerp = {a E SI a(p n Jr)aO} , 

hence 

(7) .0 n Jr = 0 n Jr ~ kerp = ker 0 . 

Let a, bE S such that aJrb and ab- I E kerp. Then ab- I .0 (ab-I)o = 
aO = bO so that 

a = abo = ab-1b .0 bOb = b 

and a(p n Jr)b. Therefore 

kerp = ker 0 ~ .0 n Jr = 0 n Jr 

and this in combination with (7) yields (i). 
(ii) If c E S such that a(p n Jr) c (0 n Jr)b then 

c -I b(O nJr)bo = aO, ac -I (.0 nJr)ao = bO; 

thus a(O nJr)ac- 1 b(p nJr)b and so (.0 nJr) 0 (e nJr) ~ (0 nJr) 0 (.0 nJr). 
By symmetry the equality 

(8) (.0 n Jr) 0 (0 n Jr) = (0 n Jr) 0 (.0 n Jr) 

prevails. It goes without saying that (8) is the join (.0 nJr) V (0 nJr) of .0 nJr 
and 0 n Jt'" in the lattice Eq(S) of equivalences on S. Hence 

(9) (.0 nJr) 0 (0 nJr) ~ ((.0 n9) V (0 n9)) nJr 

is obviously satisfied. 
For every a E S, Da is a completely simple semigroup and so .0 n (Da x Da) 

and 0 n (Da x Dal are congruences on Da' From the description of the lattice 
of congruences on a completely simple semigroup [3, 10.7] it follows that for 
any Jr-class H contained in Da , 

(.0 n (H x H)) V (0 n (H x H)) 

= ((.0 n (Da x Da)) V (0 n (Da x Da))) n (H x H). 

Hence, putting 

(10) I' = U ((.0 n (Da x Da)) V (0 n (Da x Dam, 
aES 

we have that 
y n Jr = (.0 n Jr) V (0 n Jr) = (.0 n Jr) 0 (0 n Jr) 

= (0 n Jr) 0 (.0 n Jr) 

in the lattice Eq(S). It now suffices to show that y = (.0 n 9) V (0 n 9) in the 
lattice of congruences on S. For this it suffices to show that the equivalence y 
of (10) is actually a congruence on S. 
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Let a y b for some a, b E S. Then there exists a positive integer nand 
do, ... ,dn ED = Da = Db such that 

a = do(p n (D x D)) d I (8 n (D x D))··· dn_ I (8 n (D x D)) dn = b. 

For c E Sand D' = Dac = Dbc we then have 

ac = doc (p n (d x D')) dlc··· dn_Ic (8 n (D' x d)) dnc = bc, 

whence ac y bc. A dual argument shows that ca y cb. Thus, y is a congruence 
and (ii) holds. 

Proposition 3. Let p and 8 be congruences on the completely regular semigroup 
S such that p, 8 <;;; 2f. If tr p and tr 8 commute, then p 0 8 = 8 0 p. In 
particular, if tr p <;;; tr8, then po 8 = 80 p. 
Proof. Let a, b, c E S such that a 8 c p b. Then aO 8 cOp bO and since tr p 
commutes with tr 8, we find that aO p dO 8 bO for some dES. Since p, 8 <;;; 2f 
we have that the elements a, b, c, dare 2f -related in S, and consequently 
also that 

dO a dO ((p V 8) n Jr) dO b dO . 

Using Proposition 2, we know that there exists an element e E S such that 

dOa dO (pnJr)e(8nJr) dOb dO. 

Therefore 
00 ° ° 00 0 ° a=a aa pd ad pe8d bd 8b bb =b. 

We proved that 8 0 p <;;; p 0 8. By symmetry the equality prevails. 

Theorem 4. The fully invariant congruences on a completely simple semigroup 
commute. 
Proof. Let S be a completely simple semigroup and p a fully invariant con-
gruence on S. For e, f E S, the mapping 

!/J : S --> S, a --> aO if a 2" e , 
a --> (af)o otherwise 

is an endomorphism of S. From this it follows that either 

(p n 9t') n (E(S) x E(S)) is the equality on E(S) 

or 
(p n 9t') n (£(S) x E(S)) = 9t' n (E(S) x E(S)). 

From this and its dual we have that the following four possibilities may occur: 
either 

(i) tr p is the equality on E(S), 
(ii) tr p = 2" n (E(S) x E(S)) , 

(iii) tr p = 9t' n (E(S) x E(S)), or 
(iv) tr p = E(S) x E(S) . 
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Now let P and e be fully invariant congruences on S. If tr P ~ tr e or 
tr e ~ tr P then poe = e 0 P by Proposition 3. If this is not the case, then we 
can assume without loss of generality that tr P = .5t:" n (E (S) x E (S)) and tr e = 
.91 n (E(S) x E(S)) . Then P ~.5t:" and e ~ 92 so that poe = eo P by [10]. 

Corollary 5. The sublattice [Pes' PT] of the lattice C(Ft(U)) offully invariant 
congruences on Fx(U) consists of commuting congruences. The lattice .5t:"(CS) 
of subvarieties of CS is argues ian. 

Proof. Let Ft(CS) be the free completely simple semigroup on the set X. 
We may identify Fx(CS) with Fx(U)1 Pes' By Theorem 4 the fully invariant 
congruences on Fx(CS) commute. The mapping 

P -+ pi Pes' 

is an isomorphism of lattices and we infer that the congruences in [Pes' PT] 
commute. Since .5t:"(CS) is dually isomorphic with [Pes' PT] we have that 
.5t:" (CS) is arguesian. 

From the above it follows that .5t:"(CS) is modular. This result was also 
proved in [7]. 

4 . .5t:"(CR) IS ARGUESIAN 

The free unary semigroup F t (U) can be considered to be a subset of the 
free monoid M on the set Xu {(, )-I}. For u E Fx(U) with u = vw in 
M we say that v is an initial segment of u and w is a final segment of u. 
We then denote by iJ and 'Ii! the elements of M which are obtained from v 
and w by deleting all unmatched parentheses. Further c(u) , called the content 
of u, is the set of all variables from X which occur in u. For u E M and 
Ic( u) I > 1 we put s( u) = 11 , where v is the largest initial segment of u such 
that Ic(v)1 = Ic(u)1 - 1, and we define s(u) by 

c(u)\c(s(u)) = {s(u)}. 

Dually d(u) = 'Ii), where w is the largest final segment of u such that Ic(w)1 = 
Ic(u)1 - I, and we define d(u) by 

c(u)\c(d(u)) = {d(u)}. 

If u E M with c(u) ::; I, then we assume s(u) = d(u) to be the identity 
)" of M. The transformations sand d generate a subsemigroup of the full 
transformation semigroup on M; this subsemigroup may be identified with the 
free semigroup F on {s, d}. Hence for f E F and u EM, f(u) is a well-
defined element of M; in fact, either f(u) E Ft(U) or f(u) = A. For f E F 
we denote by f! (f) the length of f. 

The following is a reformulation of the solution of the word problem for the 
free band Fx(B) (see, e.g., [8]). 
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Theorem 6. For u, v E Fx(U) , 
UPBV ~ c(U) = c(v) and c(f(u)) = c(f(v)) 

for every f E F with £ (f) < Ic(u)l· 

For a fully invariant congruence P on Fx(U) we define Po and PIon 
Fx(U) by the following. For a, bE Fx(U) we have 

aPob~upv, a=s(u), b=s(v)forsomeu,vEFx(U), 
a PI b ~ up v, a = d(u), b = d(v) for some u, v E Fx(U). 

Proposition 7. Let P be a fully invariant congruence on Fx(U) such that PeR S;;; 
P S;;; PB' Then Po and PI are fully invariant congruences on Fx(U) such that 
( 11 ) 

and Po [resp. PI] is the greatest fully invariant congruence on Fx(U) such that 
polp [resp. Pl/p] is contained in the 92- [resp. 2-] relation on Fx(U)lp. 
Proof. That Po S;;; PB and PI S;;; PB follow immediately from Theorem 6 and the 
definitions of Po and PI . The remaining statements now follow from Lemma 
7 of [12] and the results of [13] (see also [11]). 

Proposition 8. The fully invariant congruences in the sublattice [PCR ' PB] of 
C(Fx(U)) commute. 
Proof. For k a positive integer we may consider the statement (Sk): If p, 8 E 
[PeR' PR] and u, v, W E Fx(U) such that up v 8 wand Ic(u)1 = k, then 
there exists t E Fx(U) such that u 8 t P W . 

It suffices to prove (Sk) for every k. We give a proof by induction on k. 
Let u, v, W E Fx(U) and p, 8 E [PeR' PB] such that u P v 8 wand 

Ic(u)1 = 1. Since P S;;; PSL and 8 S;;; PSL we have that c(u) = c(v) = c(w) = {x} 
for some x E X and PiPeR and 81 PeR induce congruences on the maxi-
mal group (x) of Fx(CR). Since group congruences commute we have from 
u pi PeR v 81 PeR W that u 81 PeR t pi PeR W for some t E Fx(U) with 
c(t) = {x}. Hence u 8 t P wand (SI) is satisfied. 

We now assume that k > 1 and that (Sr) is satisfied whenever r < k. 
Assume that for u, v, w E Fx(U) and p, 8 E [PeR' PB] we have u P v 8 w 
and Ic(u)1 = k. Again c(u) = c(v) = c(w). Obviously 

(12) s(u) Po s(v) 80 s(w) 

with Po' 80 E [PeR' PB] by Proposition 7. By the induction hypothesis there 
exists p E Fx (U) such that 

(13) s(u) 80 p Po s(w). 

From Po S;;; PSL and 80 S;;; PSL it follows that 

c(s(u)) = c(p) = c(s(w)) 
and so 

(14 ) s(u) = s(w) = x 
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for some x EX. From (13) it now follows that 

° ° ° (15) (s(u)x) (}ol PCR (px) pol PCR (s(w)x) 

in Fy(CR). In a dual way we can show that there exists q E Fy(U) such that 

( 16) d(u) (}I q PI d(w) 

and for ayE X we must have 

(17) d(u) = d(w) = y. 

From (16) we then have 

° ° ° (18) (yd(u)) (}II PCR (yq) PII PCR (yd(w)) . 

By Theorem 5.4 of [2] we have that 

(19) 
(s(u)x)ogzu, 

(yd(u))o:?u, 
° (s(w)x) Ylw, 

(yd(w))Oyw 

in Fx(CR). From Proposition 7 we have from (15) and (18) that 

(20) (s(u)x)oY2(px)o, (yd(u))o:?(yq)o 

in Fx(U)/(). Therefore, using (19) and (20) we find that in Fx(CR) we have 

° ° ° ° (21) u = (s(u)x) u(yd(u)) (}lpCR (px) u(yq) . 

Similarly we can show from (15) and (18) that 

° ° ° ° (22) w = (s(w)x) w(yd(w)) pi PCR (px) w(yq) 

in Fx(CR). By Theorem 5.4 of [2] 

(23) (px) ° u(yq) ° jf" (px) ° w (yq) ° 
in Fx(CR) and by (21), (22) and the fact that u plpCR v (}lpCR w we also 
find that 

(24 ) ° ° ° ° (px) u(yq) ((pi PCR) v (() I PCR)) (px) w(yq) 

in Fx(CR). From (23), (24), Proposition 2(ii) and the fact that both pi PCR 
and () I PCR are contained in the :JI: -relation psd PCR of Fr(CR) we obain that 

(25) ° ° ° ° (px) u(yq) (((}lpCR ) 0 (plpCR)) (px) w(yq) , 

hence there exists t E F x (U) such that 

° ° ° ° (26) (px) u(yq) (}lpCR t plpCR (px) w(yq) 

in FI((CR). From (21), (22) and (26) we thus have 

u () I PeR t pi PCR W 

in Fx(CR) and thus u () t P 11) in F\,(U). The statement (Sk) follows. 
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By the induction hypothesis the statement (Sk) holds true for every k ?: 1 
and the proof is complete. 

For u E Fx (U) define 

h(u) = s(/(U)-l (u)), t(u) = d(df(U)-l(u)) , 

in other words, h (u) and t( u) are respectively the first and the last letters which 
appear in u. 

In the following LNB stands for the variety of all left normal bands. 

Proposition 9. Let P be a fully invariant congruence on Fx(U) such that P E 

[PCR ' psd· Then 
(i) if Po ~ PSL ' then Po is a fully invariant congruence on Fx(U) such that 

P ~ Po and Po is the greatest congruence on Fx(U) such that pol P is contained 
in the 9t -relation on F x (U) I P , 

(ii) if Po ~ PSL and 
u P v =::;. h(u) = h(v) 

for all u, v E Fx(U) , then Po n PSL = hNB and hNBI P is the 9t-relation on 
Fx(U)1 P, 

(iii) if Po ~ PSL and u P v with h(u) =I- h(v) for some u, v E Fx(U) , then 
Po n PSL = PSL and psd P is the /It-relation on Fx(U)1 p. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Lemmas 5 and 6 of [16], Lemmas 
6 and 7 of [12] and the results of [13] (see also [11]). 

The variety of right normal bands will be denoted by RNB, the variety of 
normal bands by NB. 

The following result is well known. 

Proposition 10. For u, v E Fx(U) we have 
u hNB v o¢::> c(u) = c(v), h(u) = h(v), 
U PNB V o¢::> cluj = c(v), h(u) = h(v), t(u) = t(v). 

Proof. See, e.g., II.3 of [15]. 

Lemma 11. Let P and e be fully invariant congruences on Fx(U) such that 
p, e E [PCR' psd and u P v e w for some u, v, w E Fx(U) with t(u) =I- t(v) 
and h(u) =I- h(v) or h(v) =I- h(w). Then there exists t E Fx(U) such that 
uetpw. 
Proof. Assume first that h(u) =I- h(v) and t(u) =I- t(v). By Proposition 10 we 
have tr pi PCR = tr Psd PCR' thus tr pi PCR ~ tr e I PCR' By Proposition 3 it 
follows that poe = eo P and so there exists a (E Fx(U) with u e t P w. 

Assume next that h(v) =I- h(w) and ((u) =I- t(v). Since h(v) =I- h(w) then 
from Proposition 9(iii) we have that u e I PCR WOlf. Since t(u) =I- t(v) we have 
from the dual of Proposition 9(iii) that wuo pi PCR w. Invoking Theorem 5.4 
of [2] we can thus write 

u elpCR wOu (((plpCR) v (elpCR)) nJr) wuo plpCR W. 
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By Proposition 2(ii) there exists t E Fx(U) such that 

° ° u 8 I P CR W u 8 I P CR t pip CR w u pip CR w , 

whence u 8 t P w . 

Lemma 12. Let P and 8 be fully invariant congruences on Fx(U) such that 
p, 8 E [PCR' PSL] and up v 8 w for some u, v, w E Fx(U) with s(u) ~ s(v) 
and d(u) ~ d(v). Then there exists t E Fx(U) such that u 8 t P w. 

Proof. Since s(u) ~ 5(V) we have that c(s(u)) ~ c(s(v)) , thus Po CZ:. PsL ' 

By Proposition 9 we then have that hNBI P or psd P is the !.ll-relation on 
Fx(U)1 p. Dually, PRNBI P or psd P is the 2" -relation on Fx(U)1 p. 

Case 1. h(u) = h(v) = h(w), t(u) = t(w). Using Proposition 10 we have that 
u°Jf"w in Fx(U)1 p, whence 

w pi PCR uowuo (((pi PCR) V (8 I PCR)) n Jf") u 

and by Proposition 2(ii) there exists atE Fx(U) with 

° ° w pip CR u w U pip CR t 8 I P CR U, 

therefore w P t 8 u. 

Case 2. h(u) -f:. h(v), t(u) = t(w). By Proposition 9(iii) we have that psd P 
is the !.ll-relation on Fx(U)1 P so that by Proposition 10 we have that u°!.llw. 
Further, t(u) = t(w) entails that u°2"w in Fx(U)lp by Proposition 10. We 
thus obtain uo Jf" w in F x (U) I P and we can proceed further as in Case I. 

Case 3. h(v) -f:. h(w), t(u) = t(w) . Here psd8 is the !.ll-relation on Fx (U)18, 
so that w°!.llu in Fx (U)18. Further t(u) = t(w) gives w2"uo in Fx(U)1 p. 
Hence 

° ° U 81pCR W u (((plpCR) V (8IpCR)) nJf") wu plpCR w 

and using Proposition 2(ii) we find atE Fx(U) such that u 8 t P w. 

Case 4. h(u) = h(w), t(u) -f:. t(w). The case h(u) = h(w), t(u) -f:. t(v) 
deals with a situation which is the dual of Case 2, whereas the case h(u) = 
h(w), t(v) -f:. t(w) is the dual of Case 3. 

Case 5. h(u) -f:. h(w), t(u) -f:. t(w). We can discern several cases all of which 
are handled by Lemma 11. 

Lemma 13. Let P and 8 be fully invariant congruences on Fx(U) such that 
p, 8 E [PCR' psd and up v 8 w for some u, v, w E Fx(U) with s(u) -f:. s(v) 
and d(v) -f:. d(w). Then there exists t E Fx(U) such that u 8 t P w. 

Proof· Since s(u) -f:. s(v) we have that c(s(u)) -f:. c(s(v)) , thus Po CZ:. psL ' By 
Proposition 9 we have that hNBI P or pSLI P is the <~-relation on Fx(U)1 p. 
In a dual way we have that PRNB /8 or psd8 is the 2"-relation on Fx (U)18. 
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Case 1. h(u) = h(v) = h(w), t(U) = t(w). Using Proposition 10 and its dual 
we have that u2wo in Fx(U)le and u09lw in Fx(U)1 p. Further, since 
uwo 7t' uow in Fx(CR) by Proposition 5.4 of [2], we find that 

° ° u e I PeR uw (((pI PeR) v (e I PeR)) n 7t') u w pi PeR w. 

Applying Proposition 2(ii) we know that there exists t E Fx(U) with 

° ° u e I PeR uw e I PeR t PiPeR u w PiPeR w , 

therefore u e t P w. 

Case 2. h(u) -I h(v), t(u) = t(w). By Proposition 9(iii) we have that psd P 
is the 9l -relation on F x (U) Ipso that by Proposition 10 Uo 9l w. Further, 
t(u) = t(w) entails that u2wo in Fx(U)le by the dual of Proposition 10. 
We can proceed further as in Case 1. 

Case 3. h(v) -I h(w), t(u) = t(w). Here psde is the 9l-relation on Fx(U)le 
so that w09lu in Fx(U)le. Further t(u) = t(w) gives w02u in Fx(U)le. 
Hence 

° ° u e I PeR w uw (( (p I PeR) v (e I PeR)) n 7t') w 

and using Proposition 2(ii) we find atE Fx(U) such that u e t P w. 

Case 4. h(u) = h(w), t(u) -I t(w). The case h(u) = h(w), t(u) -I t(v) is the 
dual of Case 2, whereas the case h(u) = h(w), t(v) -I t(w) is the dual of Case 
3. 

Case 5. h(u) -I h(w), t(u) -I t(w). We are reduced here to cases like the ones 
handled by Lemma 11. 

We are now ready for the main theorem of this section. 

Theorem 14. The fully invariant congruences in the sublattice [PeR' psd of 
C(Fx(U)) commute. 

Proof. For k a positive integer we now consider the statement (Tk ): If p, e E 
[PeR' psd and u, v, 11) E Fx(U) such that up v e wand Ic(u)1 = k, then 
there exists t E Fx(U) such that u e t P w . 

It suffices to prove (Tk ) for every k. We give a proof by induction on k. 
The proof for (Tj ) is the same as the proof for (Sj) in the proof of Proposition 
8. 

We now assume that k > 1 and that (Tr) is satisfied whenever r < k. 
Assume that u, v, w E Fx(U) and p, e E [PeR' psd such that u P v e w 
and Ic(u)1 = k. Obviously c(u) = c(v) = c(w) since p, e ~ PSL' 

Case 1. s(u) = s(v) = s(w), d(u) = d(v) = d(w). Then 

(27) s(u) Po s(v) eo s(w), c(s(u) = c(s(v)) = c(s(w)) 
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so that 

(28) 

where by Proposition 9 Po n PSL ' 80 n PSL E [PeR' psd. By the induction 
hypothesis there exists P E Fx(U) such that 

(29) 

In a dual way we can show that there exists q E Fx(U) such that 

(30) 

The remainder of the proof is now similar to the proof of the induction step in 
the proof of Proposition 8. 

Case 2. s(u) 1= s(v), d(u) = d(v) = d(w). Here c(s(u)) 1= c(s(v)) so that 
Po cz. PSL: either Proposition 9(ii) or Proposition 9(iii) apply. Again 

(31 ) 

where by the dual of Proposition 9 PI n PSL' 81 n PSL E [PeR' psd. By the 
induction hypothesis we can show that there exists a q E Fy(U) such that 

(32) 

We let y E X such that 

(33) d(u) = d(w) = y 

and from (32) we now have that 

(34) 000 
(yd(u)) (8 1 n pSL)1 PeR (yq) (PI n pSL)1 PeR (yd(w)) . 

From Theorem 5.4 of [2] we have from (34) that 

(35) u = u(yd( u))o 01 PeR u(yq)O .3!w(yq)o PiPeR w(yd( w))o = w . 

Assume first that Po n PSL = hNB and h(u) = h(w). We have that hNBI P 
is the gp-relation on Fx(U)1 P by Proposition 9. From (35) and Proposition 
lOwe then have that 

(36) 
o 0 0 0 

(u(yq)) pi PeR (w(yq) ) , 

whence 

(37) o 0 0 0 
w(yq) pi PeR (u(yq) ) w(yq) . 

From (35), (37), Theorem 5.4 of [2] and the fact that 

(38) u PiPeR v 81 PeR w 

we find that 
o 0 0 0 

u(yq) (((pi PeR) v (0 I PeR)) n~) (u(yq) ) w(yq) 
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in Fx(CR). By Proposition 2(ii) it now follows that there exists atE Fx(U) 
such that 

(39) o 0 0 0 
u(yq) (J I PCR t pi PCR (u(yq) ) w(yq) . 

From (35), (37) and (39) we then have that u (J t P w. 
Assume next that Po n PSL = PSL and h(u) 1- h(w) . Then psd P is the 91-

relation on Fx(U)1 P by Proposition 9 and from (35) we may again conclude 
that (36) and (37) hold. Therefore we obtain as above that there exists t E 
Fx(U) such that u (J t P w. 

If h(v) 1- h(w), then psd(J is the 9l-relation on Fx(U)/(J by Proposition 
9 and (35), and it follows that 

o 0 0 0 (40) (u(yq)) (JlpCR (w(yq)) , 

whence 

(41 ) o 0 0 0 u(yq) (JlpCR (w(yq)) u(yq) . 

From (35), (38), (41) and Theorem 5.4 of [2] we thus have that 
o 0 0 0 

(w(yq)) u(yq) (((plpCR) v ((JlpCR)) n7C') w(yq) 

in Fx(CR). By Proposition 2(ii) it now follows that there exists atE Fx(U) 
such that 

( 42) o 0 0 0 
(w(yq) ) u(yq) (J I PCR t pi PCR w(yq) . 

From (35), (41) and (42) we infer that u (J t P w. 
By Proposition 9 the proof for Case 2 is now complete. 

Case 3. s(u) 1- s(v), d(u) 1- d(v). The existence of atE Fx(U) such that 
u (J t P w is guaranteed by Lemma 12. 

Case 4. s(u) 1- s(v), d(v) 1- d(w). By Lemma 13 there exists t E F"((U) such 
that u () t P w . 

Remaining cases. The proof for the remaining cases follows from the proof for 
Cases 1-4 or their duals. 

By the induction hypothesis the statement (Tk ) holds true for every k ~ 1 
and the proof is complete. 

Corollary 15. 1'(CR) is arguesian. 

Proof. By Theorem 14 and [9] the sublattice [SL, CR] of Y(CR) is arguesian. 
By Proposition 3.5 of [7], SL is a neutral element in 2'(CR) , so that 1'(CR) 
is a subdirect product of [SL, CR] and the two element lattice [T, SL]. It 
follows that 2'(CR) is arguesian. 

Remark 16. From [1] or [4] or [5] it follows that the lattice 2'(B) of all band 
varieties is distributive. From [18] we know that B is a neutral element in 
Y(CR) so that 1(CR) is a subdirect product of [B, CR] and Y'(B). Now 
[B, CR] is argucsian by Proposition 8. Thus the fact that 1'(CR) is arguesian 
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follows from Proposition 8 and the results of [1, 4, 5] and the fact that B is 
neutral in .2"(CR) . 

Remark 17. In [6], Haiman established an infinite sequence of identities satis-
fied by linear lattices (i.e. lattices representable by commuting equivalences) but 
not by all arguesian lattices. From our results it follows that .2"(CR) satisfies 
all these identities. 

Problem. Theorem 4 and Theorem 14 support the following conjecture: if S is 
a completely regular semigroup, 9 the least semilatt:ce congruence on Sand 
p, () fully invariant congruences on S such that p, () ~ 9 , then po () = () 0 p . 
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